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because we want to stay as close as possible to the standard gradle build system, the kotlin/js plugin doesn't provide any support for gradle tasks yet. to make your applications available to gradle tasks, you need to add the kotlin.js.generatekotlinexternals to the gradle.properties file. by default, it is set to false. the kotlin/js plugin doesn't provide any support
for scala yet. you can run kotlin/js applications in a browser with the browserrun gradle task which launches a webpack dev server and makes a standard web browser available to your applications. we plan to add kotlin/js support for webpack dev server soon, so that the webpack dev server can be used together with other tools which can take advantage of the

webpack dev server, such as the npm tool. the kotlin/js plugin doesn't provide any support for maven yet. you can run kotlin/js applications in a browser with the browserrun gradle task which launches a webpack dev server and makes a standard web browser available to your applications. we plan to add kotlin/js support for webpack dev server soon, so that
the webpack dev server can be used together with other tools which can take advantage of the webpack dev server, such as the npm tool. you can also configure the live reload to wait longer between two individual reloads of a resource. this can be done by setting spring.devtools.restart.delay. for example, to wait 2 seconds between each reload, set

spring.delay=2000. this new spring.devtools.restart.exclude property can be used to exclude certain resources from the live reload. however, there is one important thing to note: currently, the live reload will reload the resource only if the resource has changed. if you have some resources that never change, and you have set spring.exclude to exclude them
from the live reload, then you may experience some unexpected behavior. we are planning to make it so that the live reload will still be able to reload these resources, but for now, if you have any resources that you want to be able to exclude and you do not want to have the live reload triggered, then please use the spring.exclude property to exclude them.
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The annotation in the @SpringBootApplication annotation is only used by the jooq-codegen-maven plugin. If you want to use this annotation with the spring-boot-jarmode-layertools plugin, you need to declare the following in your bootstrap configuration file: springBootJarmodeLayertoolsEnableProceedToLink true Which means that the plugin will print out usage
information about this annotation if the springBootJarmodeLayertoolsEnableProceedToLink property is set to true. while the initial version of this plugin is still experimental, we think the initial quality is good enough to enable for your project. if you dont have enough time to try it, you can use jboss maven plugin with maven-shade plugin to build your jar. in

addition, we added a new property spring.devtools.restart.include that allows you to control what kind of files trigger a restart for live reloading. it can be used to prevent kotlin/js from watching meta-inf/resources and public files, making it possible to preview changes to all other files in a project. added ability to use the new kotlin devtools. it works like the old
kotlin devtools except that kotlin support is added as a background task with the kotlin.js.experimental.deploy flag (instead of the old kotlin.recompile task). 5ec8ef588b
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